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existed, and save them the weary tramp of hawking their
labour from the doors of one firm to those of the next.
The placing machinery which model trade unions had
elaborated since at least 1850 was practically confined to
specialists skilled in some particular craft. For those kinds
of labour that were less scarce, less skilled, or less organized,
the nearest semblance of a system lay in the advertisement
columns of popular newspapers, supplemented in the 1870's
by the private attempt of a London philanthropist to publish
a more general survey of the demand for labour in different
parts of the country. The 1880's however saw experiments
in private and charitable employment agencies like Cohen's
at Egham or Hogg's at the Polytechnic. This new idea of
organizing the labour market was given a wide advertisement
by the French trade unionists' ill-fated demand for bourses
de travail. And the London vestries set up the first official
labour bureaux in England in 1892, although their successors,
the metropolitan boroughs of 1899, were compelled to close
them temporarly through fear of exceeding their statutory
powers.
Statutory authority was given to the metropolitan boroughs
in 1902 and to Manchester in 1903 to open local labour
bureaux. London's central Mansion House committee for the
relief of the unemployed was developed into a central unem-
ployment body in 1904, largely under the impulsion of Walter
Long, and under the unemployed workmen act of 1905 this
was able to take over the local metropolitan bureaux, co-
ordinate their activities through a central clearing-house, with
the help of the new telephone system, and thus bring together
the worker who lived in one borough and the work that was to
be found in another.
In the provinces, on the other hand, municipal labour
bureaux were not established under this act unless there was
obvious distress. And where there was distress they tended
to discredit the institution by concentrating on a certain type
of worker—one who was not necessarily the best qualified but
whose family was said to be the most numerous—and by

